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FURNITURE & BENCHING SYSTEMS

Cleanline

The
system is based around a series of steel frames located within extruded aluminium rails, each
finished in a durable powdercoat. This creates a highly flexible system with a degree of adjustability for the installer.
Multiple designs of leg frame are compatible, including the standard ‘H’ frame, ‘C’ frames or cantilever ‘T’ frames. Each
frame is fabricated from box section steel and fitted with an adjustable foot for levelling.
The channel rails into which these locate are a proprietary extruded profile, available in single lengths up to 4000mm.
The frames can be located freely along the length of the section during the installation, affording the fitter flexibility to
overcome complex or unforeseen site conditions.
Channels can be joint to facilitate extended benching runs beyond the 4000mm length.
This system is rated to a maximum of 150kg, evenly distributed per linear metre.
Where this system cannot be wall fixed, a second “panel” / “lower” rail and rigidity panels will be included to ensure
suitable stiffness.
Removable rear panels can be fitted into the rails to largely hide the service void left to the rear, with worktops directly
fixed into the aluminium rails.

CLEANLINE
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3R

The
system is an all-steel, knock-down system utilising welded box section frames bolted into 3 fabricated steel
rails. Two rails set back beneath the worktop edges provide reinforcement whilst a third at low level provides rigidity and
a backstop for storage units.
Frames can be ‘H’, ‘C’ or cantilever ‘T’ type; freestanding benches will require ‘H’ or ‘C’ frames for stability, and are fitted
with adjustable levelling feet.

3R

This system is rated to a maximum of 150kg, evenly distributed per linear metre.

FURNITURE & BENCHING SYSTEMS
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FURNITURE & BENCHING SYSTEMS

The

TECHNICAL BROCHURE: FURNITURE

Pedestal system utilises storage units with plinths for benching support, available in a wide array of designs,
mounted on adjustable levelling feet with worktops directly fixed above.

The cabinets are constructed from 18mm melamine faced MDF, with a 2mm impact-resistant trim, machined and
assembled in house using state-of-the-art CNC equipment.
For more information on this please refer to the relevant cabinetry sections (Pedestal and Materials & Construction).
Parametric designs enable most cabinet designs to be freely sized, within reason, to suit the installation.
The resulting system is extremely rigid, and has a high load capacity, whilst efficiently utilising the available space.
Pedestal benching can be combined with steel based systems to provide a mix of fixed storage and open underbench
space to facilitate mobile cabinets or long working areas for seated users.
For more information on our cabinetry offerings including Pedestal units, see the cabinetry section on page 20.

PEDESTAL
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FlexModular

The
system is our newly developed fully modular integrated laboratory system, designed in
conjunction with leading international architectural firm HOK for a prestigious installation at the University of Glasgow’s
newly constructed five-storey, £113m Advanced Research Centre.
Through either a central, floor mounted, space-efficient prefabricated steel ‘spine’ with provision for integrated adjustable shelving, or an overhead, suspended gantry, services are delivered to mobile or freestanding modular benching
complimented by our full range of storage cabinetry. This modular benching utilises a newly developed proprietary
extruded rail, designed to combine the benefits of both the Cleanline & 3R systems; on-site flexibility, full prefabrication,
rapid assembly and a clean, internal fixing design with the option to add removable rear panelling to conceal services.
The modular nature of this system is ideal for projects utilising BIM, and we are able to offer architects and main
contractors .rfa files covering the full range of modules within the system to enable integration and coordination with
the wider project design, particularly service integration, at the earliest possible stages.

FURNITURE & BENCHING SYSTEMS
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FLEXMODULAR

Should you be interested in this system, we strongly recommend viewing our project portfolio for the
University of Glasgow’s Advanced Research Centre on our website, and contacting us for further information.
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FURNITURE & BENCHING SYSTEMS

Fully Welded

frame designs are often utilised for fully prefabricated and assembled delivery only projects or
where exceptional loadings must be supported; the complete frame is manufactured as one unit, with all joints welded,
from box section steel, typically of 25x25, 32x32 or 40x40mm profiles. Adjustable levelling feet are fitted as standard.
These are powdercoated in a finish of the client’s choosing before the worktops are directly fixed to the steel frame. The
complete bench can then be delivered directly to the project, ready to use with no further assembly or fitting required.
The size and weight of the assembled benches should be noted when considering logistics, both in terms of
providing cost effective delivery and with regards to site access.
Fully welded designs can be exceptionally rigid, making them perfect for demanding use cases such
as supporting large, thick granite worksurfaces for Balance Benches, or heavy laboratory equipment.
Low level or above bench shelving can be integrated, as can castors for mobile use.

Pictured: Freestanding benches around integrated service pods at Bedford Modern School

FULLY WELDED
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Mobile

MOBILE

3R, welded and FlexModular benching are available in
configurations, utilising castors instead of the adjustable levelling foot. A front pair of braked / lockable castors is included as standard, and heavier duty castors for higher
bench loads are available on request.

FURNITURE & BENCHING SYSTEMS

TECHNICAL BROCHURE: FURNITURE
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FURNITURE & BENCHING SYSTEMS

Height Adjustable

benching offers stepless adjustment over a range of around 300mm to ensure an
ergonomic workstation, with either hand crank or electronic operation. Frames are powdercoated steel, constructed
in a range of steel sections providing a solution for the increasing user comfort and DDA compliance demands of the
modern laboratory.
Frames are available to suit tables from 800 to 1800mm wide and 600-800mm deep,
with a worksurface of your choosing.
Each leg frame contains a precision, case hardened steel gearing mechanism capable of exerting a lifting force of around
80kg. This provides for a “safe working load” of 120kg per bench evenly distributed.

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
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Balance Benches are designed to isolate precision laboratory equipment from vibrations transmitted
through the floor / building from heavy plant, other laboratory equipment, or the user through the use of rubber
anti-vibration mounts and a dense worktop material (typically granite) to act as a mass damper.

Typically a small unit often installed within a bench cutout with a small air gap (~10mm) surrounding, but able to be
manufactured as full size benches, these are often exceptionally heavy items using fully welded box section frames powdercoated in a colour of your choosing and solid granite slab worktops procured from a local stone specialist, ground
and polished to their upper and side faces.

FURNITURE & BENCHING SYSTEMS
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BALANCE BENCHES

Pictured: Exceptionally large Granite-topped balance bench at the University of Glasgow’s Advanced Research Centre utilising AV feet (out of shot) and a Sorbothane layer between frame / worksurface
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FURNITURE & BENCHING SYSTEMS

Reagent Shelving mounted above benching provides ideal readily accessible storage whilst keeping the
immediate workspace clear. A range of designs are available, either wall mounted above the benching or utilising extruded single or double sided uprights offering height adjustment and options of bookend / underside brackets.

Wall and spine based shelving will is height adjustable using a slotted upright; for bench shelving, we are able to offer a
continuously adjustable system utilising side-mounted bookend.
Uprights can be powdercoated to match shelving components, and panelling for service integration can be fixed along
with glass or melamine partitioning panels between uprights.
Shelving can either be manufactured from MDF or Trespa / Fundermax (HPL) in a selection of finishes.
Our FlexModular system integrates shelving within the service distribution spine through the use of a laser cut steel
post, fixed into the floor slab.
We recommend discussing your requirements to ascertain the best solution for your laboratory.

REAGENT SHELVING
Published December ‘21 - See Cover for Terms - Page 12

It is a legal requirement under COSHH regulations for LEV systems, including fume cupboards, to be examined and tested against their performance standard; typically at least every 14 months.
Damaged, deteriorating or improperly maintained systems can permit harmful fumes or vapours to escape into rooms.
Depending on the chemicals in use this is likely to at least create a considerable hazard to health, or even life.
Our management is ILEVE accredited to ensure our practices always conform to the regulatory standards and we regularly conduct
testing and maintenance across the UK in commercial, educational and public sector environments.
We operate an annual testing scheme, providing full service reports.
Due to the specialist nature of these services we recommend
contacting us to discuss your requirements.

COSHH & Extraction

Trespa® TopLab® is a high pressure laminate worksurface purpose made for the laboratory environment.
Available in two grades, this worksurface is highly durable, engineered to retain a premium finish over a long lifetime
in highly demanding applications. The material is manufactured under high pressure and temperature in a pressing
process that transforms wood based fibres combined with a thermosetting resin into a smooth, easily cleaned homogenous panel.

WORKSURFACES

TECHNICAL BROCHURE: FURNITURE
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TopLab® BASE is suitable for the majority of laboratory installations.

It is superior to TopLab® PLUS in terms of wear resistance, whilst offering good chemical resistance.

TopLab® PLUS is used where hygiene, contamination or chemical resistance requirements exceed BASE.
It is superior to TopLab® BASE in terms of chemical resistance, at the cost of being less durable and more expensive.
Both grades are offered in their own selection of finishes, some of which are not stocked by the UK distributor.
Please contact us for current availability.
We recommend you consult the end user of your laboratory environment and review the relevant Trespa®		
documentation for each material to choose the correct grade for your use case.
We will be happy to provide the relevant datasheets on request, along with handling and maintenance guides.
All Trespa worktops are cut and machined in house on our state of the art CNC processing centres according to precise
dimensions issued by our CAD team. Visible edges are finished using a high rpm polishing tool, applying a chamfer to
remove sharp edges that may cut or be chipped. Joints are a dogbolt type fixing, machined and prepared prior to dispatch, to ensure a consistent and precise fit with the minimum of on-site finishing possible.
TopLab BASE worktops are typically butt-joint; our experienced fitters will level in the supporting structure and attempt
to minimise the visibility of the joint before tightening the dogbolts. In the majority of cases this results in an almost
invisible hairline joint.
TopLab PLUS worktops are typically joint using an epoxy filled ‘V’ groove. The very small groove is prepared during
fabrication of the worktop, and filled using an epoxy filler. This is a more labour intensive process than butt-jointing, but
maintains the higher chemical resistance of the higher grade material.

TRESPA

Pictured: FlexModular benching at the University of Glasgow’s Advanced Research Centre
Featuring Trespa® worksurfaces, upstands, splashbacks and shelving with integrated sink, drainage board / pins and cutouts for routing services to future end-user underbench equipment.
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WORKSURFACES

FunderMax Max Compact is a high pressure laminate worksurface, engineered for laboratory and
healthcare environments.

Available primarily in three grades, Interior, Interior Plus & Max Resistance, this is a homogenous, engineered compact
surface offering exceptional chemical, humidity & soiling resistance.
Fundermax Compact panels are manufactured using a high pressure compression process whereby kraft paper, manufactured from ‘by-product’ wood produced in saw mills, impregnated with a resin, is dried and pressed into flat, durable,
homogenous moisture resitant panels.
Raw materials are procured from suppliers holding FSC® or PEFC™ certification
confirming they meet sustainable forestry standards.
Fundermax worksurfaces are processed and fitted in the same manner as Trespa; for more information on this, please
refer to the previous page.
For more information on the availability, finishes and specification of Fundermax panels please contact us for
manufacturer documentation and advice.

FUNDERMAX
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Alternatives:
Whilst the surfaces previously mentioned, as materials specifically engineered for the laboratory, fulfill the majority of
our clients requirements on some occasions individual needs or preferences call for alternative surface materials, be this
due to the use of particular aggressive or irregular chemicals, or aesthetic preferences, including:

WORKSURFACES
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Cast Epoxy Resin
Velstone
Corian
Stainless Steel
Arpa
Hardwoods
Ceramics
Postformed
In some cases these will be used in particular areas, such as epoxy or stainless sinks integrated into one-piece worktops
with drainers, retention bunding to prevent spills or other features.

ALTERNATIVES

Due to the array of options available in this regard we recommend contacting to discuss your specific requirements.

Published December ‘21 - See Cover for Terms - Page 17
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CABINETRY

Pedestal Cabinets offer an efficient means of providing both extensive storage and worktop support
within a laboratory.

All cabinetry is manufactured in house at our facility in Braintree to order.
We do not hold stock of furniture at this time.
For more information on the materials used and manufacturing process please see page 24.
Our pedestal range features single and double width cupboards & drawers including combinations thereof,
plus sink units, filers and tray units supported on a plinth with height adjustable feet permitting levelling.
Sink cabinets offer a lower back and are available with or without a fixed upper front panel to help conceal sinks and
services from users.
Full depth shelves are now standard where applicable (cupboards / cupboard & drawer combinations excluding sink
units) with half depth shelves available on request to facilitate the storage of taller items forward of the shelf.
Tray units utilise the Gratnell tray system, available in multiple finishes and subject to minimum order quantities.
The standardised tray sizes constrain the available widths and depths for these units.
Stainless handles are fitted as standard.
All cabinets are available without doors if preferred.

PEDESTAL CABINETS
Published December ‘21 - See Cover for Terms - Page 20

Mobile Cabinets offer flexibility and are typically used in conjunction with benching support framework.

CABINETRY

TECHNICAL BROCHURE: FURNITURE
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All cabinetry is manufactured in house at our facility in Braintree to order.
We do not hold stock of furniture at this time.
For more information on the materials used and our manufacturing process please see page 24.
Our mobile range features single and double width cupboards & drawers including combinations thereof, plus filers and
tray units supported on castors enabling free movement. Front castors are lockable.
The mobile range is largely analogous to the pedestal range, minus the corner cabinet design.
Full depth shelves are now standard where applicable (cupboards / cupboard & drawer combinations excluding sink
units) with half depth shelves available on request to facilitate the storage of taller items forward of the shelf.
Tray units utilise the Gratnell tray system, available in multiple finishes and subject to minimum order quantities.
The standardised tray sizes constrain the available widths and depths for these units.
Stainless handles are standard.

MOBILE CABINETS

All cabinets are available without doors where preferred.

Published December ‘21 - See Cover for Terms - Page 21
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CABINETRY

Tall Storage cabinets are available in a wide array of configurations including single or double width
cupboards, drawers, combinations thereof and Gratnell tray units.

All cabinetry is manufactured in house at our facility in Braintree to order.
We do not hold stock of furniture at this time.
For more information on the materials used and manufacturing process please see page 24.
Doors can be either solid MDF or glass.
Standard tall cabinets are offered with 5x full depth internal shelves, of which four are adjustable and one centrally fixed.
Half depth shelving is available on request.
Single width cabinets (1 door) can be manufactured up to 600mm wide, and double up to 1200mm.
Width/depth is fixed based on the number of columns for Gratnell units due to available tray dimensions.
Standard height is 2000mm.
Common practice is to form a storage wall using a run of tall cabinets of mixed types running floor to ceiling.
Stainless handles are standard on both solid and glass doors.
All cabinets are available without doors if preferred.

TALL STORAGE CABINETS
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Wall cabinets are fixed at height, typically to provide additional overbench storage.
All cabinetry is manufactured in house at our facility in Braintree to order.
We do not hold stock of furniture at this time.
For more information on the materials used and manufacturing process please see page 24.
Doors can be either solid MDF, or glass; glass can be either hinged or sliding.
Consideration should be given to the load-bearing capability of the supporting wall.

WALL STORAGE CABINETS

All cabinets are available without doors if preferred.
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CABINETRY

A number of

TECHNICAL BROCHURE: FURNITURE

Materials/Components are used in the standard construction of our cabinets & furniture:

Carcasse:
Melamine Faced MDF
					
					
					

MDF provides a versatile, easily processed panel with a hard wearing
melamine face available in a wide array of finishes that is easy to clean
while the homogenous, dense nature of the core provides a superior hold
on fixing components enabling a stronger construction than chipboard.

Door / Drawers: Melamine Faced MDF
		
Chipboard 		
					
					

As above.
Chipboard, again melamine coated, is sometimes used where a chosen
finish is unavailable on an MDF core. A much wider selection of colours is
available from UK distributors on a chipboard core.

Edging: 		
ABS/Similar 		
					
					
					

A 2mm thick impact resistant edging produced from ABS or similar plastic
is applied to all exposed panel edges by machine with a hot-glue process.
This both seals panels and increases durability and robustness to general
wear and tear in use.

Handles:
Stainless Steel 		
					
		
PVC 			
					

Stainless handles offer resistance, easy cleaning, have an exceptionally
smart finish and are available in multiple sizes and designs.
Where specific finishes are required PVC handles may instead be used, or
stainless handles may be powdercoated to suit.

Drawers:
Steel/MDF 		
					

Drawer boxes are manufactured using powdercoated steel sides with an
MDF base and rear.

Hinges: 		

Standard hinges offer full adjustment and 170 degree opening.

Steel

		

All cabinets are cut, processed and assembled to order at our Braintree factory by our highly experienced
manufacturing team; we do not hold stock of any of our furniture, meaning we are subject to lead times.
Panels are machined using modern HOMAG CNC processing centres before being assembled by hand.
Machine programs are generated from parametric designs allowing free definition
of most overall dimensions where required.
Panel joints are glued, cam & dowelled to ensure a sealed, rigid carcasse.
We have an established reputation for manufacturing a durable, quality product.

MATERIALS, COMPONENTS & CONSTRUCTION

Material & component datasheets are available on request.
Furniture should always be cleaned and maintained in line with manufacturer documentation & recommendations.
This is available on request in addition to being part of our O&M package.
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FINISHES

Finishes
We aim to hold a limited quantity of the most common materials and finishes, but are able to procure a much wider
array on request subject to availability, cost, and lead time.
For most materials, not all finishes offered in the manufacturer documentation are UK stock with distributors.
Non-UK stock finishes are often subject to minimum order quantities and increased lead times.
MDF:
Swiss Krono One World Collection
					
					
					
					
					
					

The finishes below are drawn from the expansive One World Collection.

					
					

UK stock and lead times can vary significantly.
For more information we strongly recommend contacting us.

Trespa:					
					
					
					
					
					

Trespa’s sole UK distributor stock a range of finishes;
most commonly we use White and Silver/Pastel Grey.
Flat and speckled finishes are available, plus colours and wood effects.
Base and Plus offer different finishes for each grade.
All material is ordered on a per project basis.
Please contact us for documentation and availability.

FunderMax:				

FunderMax offer a mix of UK stock finishes.

					
					

All material is ordered on a per project basis.
Please contact us for documentation and availability.

Framework / Steel / Aluminium:		
					
					
					

Standard powdercoat finishes are White (RAL9010) & Light Grey (RAL7035).
A wide array of colours are available on request;
minimum powder charges and extended lead times may apply.
Please advise us of your preferred RAL code and we will investigate.

‘Standard’ MDF finishes are White (K101) & Light Grey (U112).
We typically have limited stock of these colours in-house.
Alternatively, should you wish, we are able to procure alternative finishes
from the Collection, subject to availability and cost.

FINISHES
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Sinks
Available in a wide array of designs and materials.
We can advise of common standard offerings or can generally procure specified components from our supply network.
Smaller than sinks, drip cups are available, also in Vulcathene.
Your end user should consider their use case, particularly the chemicals they will use, when deciding the sink material.
Up-to-date manufacturer documentation should generally be consulted.
Materials:

Stainless Steel		

Multiple grades available

		

Ceramic			

Often used for handwash basins and underslung sinks.

		

Cast Epoxy		

Highly durable and extremely chemical resistant.

Designs:		
Sit-on			
					
					

The sink sits over a machined cutout, supported by the worktop.
Some designs are integrated into a worktop of the same material,
including drainers, and sit directly on Pedestal cabinets.

		
Underslung		
					
					

Probably our most common design; fixed to the underside of the worktop
beneath a machined cutout with a small overhang, drainers can be
machined into the worksurface.

		
Sit-in			
					
					

A cutout with depressed rebate surrounding allows the lip of the
sink to be set into the worksurface almost flush and sealed.
Not compatible with drainers.

		

Fixed to the face panel of an IPS, concealing rear services.

		
Inset			
					

Typically washbasins sitting in a carefully shaped cutout both in the 		
worksurface and fixed upper cabinet front.

SINKS

Panel Mount		

ACCESSORIES, ANCILLIARIES & OTHER

TECHNICAL BROCHURE: FURNITURE
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ACCESSORIES, ANCILLIARIES AND OTHER

Taps, Eyewashes & Outlets
A huge range of laboratory taps and outlets are available to suit the array of fluids / gases found in laboratories.
We offer taps manufactured by Watersaver, Broen, Arboles and more.
Taps include pillar and mixer designs with options as to nozzles (fixed/removable serrated, aerators),
levers, handing, DI or RO outlets and much more.
Many laboratories require either emergency eyewash showers or even full body options.
For more information we recommend contacting us for manufacturer documentation
to aid in selecting the correct tap for your application.
Some manufacturers do not stock their products in the UK and must be imported to order.
Bespoke offerings may be available from some manufacturers on request.

TAPS
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IPS units conceal services both to outlets mounted directly to the front panels or adjacent to the unit whilst providing
easy access through removable hatches to shutoff valves or similar equipment.

IPS UNITS

Designed and manufactured from either MDF or Trespa / Fundermax, these are bespoke to each application to suit your
ceiling height with cutouts machined for your chosen panel mounted taps and sinks.

ACCESSORIES, ANCILLIARIES & OTHER
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